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Associated sequences have been studied extensively in recent years. Burton et al. (1986) introduced 
a generalization of association to d-dimensional random vectors and proved Functional Central 
Limit Theorems. In the present paper a Berry-Es&en theorem and a Functional Law of the 
Iterated Logarithm are obtained. 
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1. uctio 
A sequence {Xi, i 2 1) of real-valued random variables is said to be associated 
if for any coordinatewise increasing functions f, g :R” +R one has 
Cov( $(X1,. . . , X”), g(X,, . . . , X,,)) 2 C whenever this exists. sociated sequences 
are widely encountered in applications; e.g. in reliability theory, in mathematical 
physics and in percolation theory (cf. Bariow and Roschan (iFTSj, Newman (198Oj, 
Cox and Grimmett (1984)). Under some covariance restrictions a number of limit 
theorems have been proved for associated sequences. Newman (1980) proved the 
Central Limit Theorem (CLT), Newman and 1) exten is to a 
Functional CLT, Wood (1983, 1985) gave an est speed of convergence 
and a local limit theorem and finally Dabsowski (1985) proved a junctional 
of the Iterated Logarithm (F 
urton, Dabrowski and D (1986) defined wea 
and proved a Functional CLT for such sequence 
of the Cramer- old device to suit t 
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whenever this is defined. 
Weak association defines a strictly 1 of random variables t 
association (e.g. A-c,mpound processe 
‘Let S, = xi6 II Xi denote the prtiai SUBII of the sequence (Xi, i a 1). I% denote 
the coordinates of the vector Xi by X,, 1 c k s d zmcl in the same way we put 
S,,k = Ci_ Xi,. Furth ermore, for a weakly associated sequence (X,, i 3 I} with mean 
zero and finite 2nd moment, we define 
Observe that all tie entries in the infinite sum defining Aw are non-negative. Hence 
Akl is always defined, but possibly infinite. At any rate, in all theorems we will have 
to assume Akd c co. 
, i Z= 1) is a strictly stationary mean zero weakly associated sequence and 
(1.3) AM- akI(n)=O(nW8) foraNk,lddforsomeS>O. 
(1.4) E jiX#“ <aD for some E)O. 
ssUn3e moreover that is ~~~-s~ngu~ar and let en be the distribution on d with 
nsityfA(x) = (2n(det )) -I/’ exp( &A-lx’). Then we have for all convex Bore1 sets 
(1.5) 
re C and a are posit 
The proof of eorem 2 follows an ~~~ro~~h of rkes (19733, which we extend 
to include vector-valued sentences (Proposition 4. 
Before proceeding to the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, we would like to mak 
some remarks on the applicability of weak association to reliability theory. 
nemark and Natvig (1985, Corollary 3.2) establish bounds on the reliability of a 
multistate monotone system when the performance processes of the components in 
that system are associated. The above weak association allow additional systems to 
be considered. For example, a two-component system, where the two components 
compete for a limited amount of resources, will exhibit weak association rather than 
association. Following virtually the same proof, the bounds on reliability found in 
Funnemark and Natvig (1935, Corollary 3.2) inay be established under wea 
ation, and applied to such systems. 
Finally, we outline the organization of the material. In the next section we prove 
some basic inequalities for weakly associated sequences. We prove Theorem 1 in 
Section 3, and in Section 4 we give an extension of a theorem of Berkes (1973) to 
vector-valued sequences. This is applied in Section 5 to prove Theorem 2. 
The authors thank Robert Burton for some helpful discussions, and especially 
for directing their attention to Newman’s (1983) paper. 
ewman (1980) proved the following important inequality for associate 
variables Y, , Yz, . . . , Y,, with finite variances. For any real A,, . . . , A,, 
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Using ideas of ewman (1983) we extend this inequality to wea 
random vectors at the cost of an additional factor of 2 on the right-hand side. 
2 ,..., 
Yl , x, + Y*). (23 
of the lemma 
S lCov(cos( X, - Y,), eitX2- y2’)1 +ICov(sin( X, - Y,), ei’X2-Y2’)l 
and 
ICov(cos(X, - Y,); ei(X2-y2))I =sup Cov(cos(X, - Y,), Re(e’” ei(X2-y2))) 
Q 
(similarly for the second summand). We will now show that the term inside the 
supremum is bounded by Cov(X, + Y, , X, + Y2). To do so we write: 
Cov(X, + Y,, X2+ Y2) -Cov(cos(X, - Y,), Re(ei’x2-y2+a))) 
= f(Cov(X, + Y, - cos( X, - Y,); Xz + Yt + Re ei’X2- y2’“‘)) 
+I(cov( , + Y, +cos(X, - Y,); X, + Yz - Re ei(X2- ‘z+“‘)). 
y checking the p ial derivatives we find that a ur functions are coordinatewise 
nondecreasing in Y, (X, , Y2, respectively). ence by the weak association, the 
covariances are non-negative. This ends the proof of the lemma. 
. Let 
d 
1 = c 
i<N-1 k=l 
u, = k?, &kxNk, 
d d 
= = 
is-N-1 k=l k=l 
where for any real s we efine s+ = max(s, 0) and s- = max(-s, 
( U, , V,) and W, = ( CJ,, V,) are wea 
inequality and Lemma 2.2, 
9 a#P’(r,,..., I rN-l)bNtrNl-il!, 4itri) 
+ f$N-‘(rl,.sa,rN_l)- 
I 
+ t,bN-‘(r,, . . . , f-N_,)- I 
From here we can proceed by induction. 
Definition. A sequence of real-valued random variables S, , S,, . . . is called a 
demimartingale if for any coordinatewise non-decreasing function f : I@ + R one has 
E(Sj+, -Sj)f(S,,..-,S)30- 
As usual, the proof of the LIL requires a maximal inequality. It is apparent hat 
partial sums of real-valued weakly associated random variables form a demimarting- 
ale. Hence the following result of Newman and Wright (1982, Corollary 6) is useful. 
Proposition 2.3. If S, _r S,, . . . is an L2 demimartingale then for 0 s (Y, < a2 we find 
P{max(lS,I, . . . , l&l) 2 cY2S,)~~((Y2-~~)-‘(P(lS”I k alSn))“2* (2.4) 
We shall first give an estimate for the difference of the characteristic function of 
S,/& and of the characteristic function of the normal law on Wd with non- 
degenerate covariance matrix A. a smoothing inequality of von r will then let 
us demonstrate eorem 1. 
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Let {xi, i3 1) be Q 
p2+F for some OCeCl. 
SQ 
IE exp{i(h, S,I&))-exp(-AAA’J2) 
+w l1211~-ql t md ‘+Citp2*F * (3.1) 
where II A - SP 11 denotes the operator norm of A - 2’ and +(x) = ex .- I - x soti,@ks 
l#~(x)l S x2 if 1x1 Si. 
f. The proof of (3.1) follows the lines of od (1983) and Dabrowski (1985). 
ForA=(A,,... , Ad) E lRd write Y;- = xz=, Xi&A,. Then the left hand side of (3.1) is just 
i i YiJ& 1 - exp( -;A&‘) s E exp i(( pm)-‘/2 - n-Ii2 
i= I J I II 
m d 
-l-w P{ ex im-1/2 
I 
(P2el ~)}l+l~Eexp{im-1/2(p-1/2~, K)] 
-exp(-$AAh’! 
I 
= I+II+III+IV (say). 
Then the inequality leix - 11 s 1x1 yields 
NE 5 I$/& l ((nlpm)‘/2-1) I I i=l 
2 l/2 
II) ((I+ r/pm)li2- 1) 
<illA Il(tr(A))‘/‘r 
Pm 
n 
c 
i=pm+l 
4A11’ ; (&-a(p)). 
kJ=l 
We use an expansion of eiX up to a fractional order (Lo&e, p 212) to estimate IV. 
For all real x we have lexp(ix) - 1 - ix + x*/21 s (x(*+’ for any 0 < E c 1. Now let 
x=Ct, Yi/(mp)“* and obtain 
where 
Ie4 PW (mPJ-‘2+“‘2El j, Kl”’ 
s 4W) -“+‘“‘llA j~*+~p*+Ep2+E 
s m-(I+E/2) 
P 
(l+Fv2 pz+# Ij2+Es 
Put 4(x)=e”-(1+x) to get 
IVSm l-&A&At-ex* 
I 
(-&AA’)+$hpJl 
sm\ 2m II 
-%,A-Ep))At + 4 1 1 (-$+=li(n,P)i 
4ljh ll*ll~--&II + m4( --& AM) + 11~ l12+FPl+E/2p2+e. 
The estimate for 4(x) is well known. 
Corollary 3.2. Under the conditions of meorem 1) and for E s 1, there arejfxed positive 
constants C, and C2 such thatfor a21 lhla C,n’, OC y<eS/(2(2+2e+26+eS)) we 
have 
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P = 
&s-2y(2+2&+2s+&s),0 
2(1+&+8) 
. 
Put p=[(n1’21jhII-‘)f’~‘+f+“)], m=[n/p], r=n-p e rest is an easy 
computation. 
.3 (von Bahr (1967)). Let F and C be d-dimensional distribution func- 
tions, let C have continuous density functioa I/J, and suppose that on the sphere 
x:+x;+- l -+x2, = r*, # satisfies the inequality e(x) s e,(r), where e,(r) is differenti- 
abZe, til(r) l f’-’ +O if r-00, and 
I 
*I+ ( )I I,r t d-ldr= L<+oo, 
0 
Letf(&,...,hd) afzd$(hi,.ea, hd ) be the characteristic functions 
let T bz an arbitrary positive number. 73en for every bounded convex 
r 
of F and G and 
Borel set B c Wd 
IF(B)-G(B+ E,L/T+E,P(B’~‘~ 
‘J 
If0 I,-,hd) 
IIAII~T 
-g(A,, . . . , Ad)1 dh, l l l Ad. 
Here El, Ez and E3 are positive constants which depend only on d, cc is Lebesgue 
measure on Rd, and B’ is the =-neighborhood &f B. 
1. We apply Proposition 3.3 with F = 2QS,J&), and G equal 
to the normal law on lRd with covariance matrix A. For ‘y, /3 as given by Corollary 
3.2, set ac = min@/(d + l), y), and T = nQ. Then, for every convex bounded Bore1 
set Bc Rd, 
IF(B)-G(B)JsE,Ln-“+E2p( 
<< nwQ +p(B)ndanmp 
<< nwa. 
ence of random 
if the difference of tbe characteristic f~~ct~~~ of a Victor f ~nc~m~nts oft 
sum process and iener process is 
small (condition of this result to 
vector-valued sequences is valid. 
Let {Xi, i 3 1) be any sequence of d-valued random vectors. Be&e the following 
random processes on Cd [Q, 11: 
X”(f) = I Sk linear in between, 
&r(t) = ff-“2Xn(t), a$“< t) = n-“2zn( t),
l)“(C) = (2n log log np2X”(t), &(t) = (2n log log n)-“2i”( t). 
ForeveryO~t,ct~~t~<t~~~~~~t,<t~~l letJ”I*....‘;‘(A,,...,A,) betkecharac- 
teristic function of 
evaluated at (A, , . . . , Ar) E Rdr. Consider the following conditions: 
(A) For some non-negative constants k, and k2 we have 
P( ,?;ya,xn II$,“)ll~ k,dn log log n) c k2 e-2’og’ogn 
_ - 
for all integers m, n, where Sz”’ = Cr=, Xm+i .
(B) For every 0~t,<t~at2<t~9...dt,<t:~1, r>l and every A= 
(A , , . . . , A,) E Rd’ satisfying 11 A 11 e C,(nt,)’ we have 
I 
f;,*‘;-r;)(A, , . . . , *,)-exp( -it *,AAi) 1 G c’2(ntd-’ 
for some positive constants Cl, C,, y, e, which are independent of n. 
to= min (t:- ti). 
i=l,...,r 
Proposition 4.1. If the cotlariance matrix A is non-singular, Conditions A and B imply 
the Functional Law of the iterated Logarithm. 
rod. Upon replacing Xi by XiA-“2, which does not endanger the v 
conditions A and B, we may assume that A = Iti. As usual, the proof of 
consists of 3 steps. 
(9 M”, n S 1) is almost surely equicontinuous. 
(ii) The set of all norm-limit points of (&) is contained in K = 
(iii) Each x E K is a.s. a norm-limit point of {$,,I. 
The proof of steps (i)-(iii) follows the lines of 
established in t e literature for several years. 
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major steps. Step (i) may be obtained from (A) as in Berkes (1973), or Chover 
( 1967). For the proof of (ii) and (iii) we have to translate condition (B) into an 
inequality for the corresponding distributions (Condition & of Berkes). Let 
F(‘,.‘; V.... r&I 
n be the distribution of 
( 
4n(ti)_&t(fl) . &(ti)e&(t,) 
J t”l- tj 
; . . . . 
J t:- tf. ) 
and let @( $‘;d~‘~ be the d l r dimensional normal distrib ion with covariance 
matrix I. 
(B’) For every 0~ tl< t;s tz< t$<- l 0s t,< t:s 1, ra 1 and every open convex 
set B c lRd’ r we have 
IF (~,.~;.--.+~~ n (B) _ @j( r&-.+r;) WI s a1 +Pw))(nC,rB 
for some positive constants /3, C, which are independent of n. Here to= 
mini,,,...,, (t: - ti). 
Condition (B’) follows from (B) by an application of von Bahr’s inequality 
(Proposition 3.3). The details are almost he same as in Berkes’ Lemma 3 and will 
not be carried out here. From (B’) one can obtain (Berkes, p. 250) that for E > 0 
and na2 
as n-,a. Here T,.d denotes the distribution function of the &.d distribution, 
r. = (1 + s)mg log n and ar > 0 is a constant, independent of n. One can also show 
(Berkes, p. 251) that 
SUP llh(t)-Jn(t)ll +O a-s. (4.2) 
Osrsl 
Now (4.1) and (4.2) together imply as in Chover (1967) the validity of (ii). To prove 
(iii) we take a function g satisfying Ji llgl12 d t < 1 and fix an E > 0. Then we proceed 
as in Berkes, p. 251, defining Agi = g(if m) -g((i- I)/ m) and 
~n(3-~n(~))-AgiII~C2~ fori=2,3,...,m}, 
Ii, =I SUP II#n(f)-g(t)II <6&I* 
Osrsl 
ere for x cRd we introduce llxllao =maxizl ,._.,d I&l- Then we may continue as in 
Berkes, p. 252, changing his definition of B to 
= ( Xl, l a*3 x m-l 1 f-l E d-(m-‘): Ag,,, 2m l log log n < xPi 
< , v= 3*=.3 -1, j=l,-., 
A.R. Dabrowski. Ii. 
The expression V ha already appeared in ~ssen~$ 
the extimate 
V3- C exp -log log n 
0 
was obtained. From here on we can 
changes in the definitions of S, S’, 
5. Proof of Theorem 
its, p. 252, making the obvious 
lo This proves (iii). 
Without loss of generality we may assume that is nonsingular. Otherwise we 
can find ac > 0 such that for all 0 c E c ar the matrix A + &*Id is nonsingular. Let 
12 “: v 2 1) be a sequence of independent ormal random vectors with covariance 
matrix I& independent of{XV: v 2 1). Then for all 0 < e c a, {Xv’ = Xv + ~~2,: v > 1) 
is weakly associated and has a nonsingular limit matrix A+ ~‘1~. Let $‘,“I be 
the properly normalized partial sum process of the X!_?‘s. Then we can apply 
Theorem 2 and find that {&‘: n a 1) is almost surely relatively compact with limit 
set KA+F~,~. Now by the LIL for independent ormal random vectors we find that 
lim SU~,,,~ II#F’ - #,, 116 E. Also d( KA, &+E~,~) s E. Now let e + 0 to obtain the 
assertion of Theorem 2. 
In order to prove Theorem 2 for nonsingular A we have to establish the validity 
of conditions A and B under the present circumstances. Condition A follows simply 
from the results of Dabrowski (1985) applied to the marginals (Note that his results 
continue to hold for weakly associated sequences, where our Proposition 2.3 replaces 
the maximal inequality of Newman and Wright.). The proof of Condition will 
be adapted from Dabrowski’s proof in the one-dimensional case. 
r 
f 
(,J;v..Jpt;l n (A)-exp -i z Aj 
j=l I I 
s n f 
(+&...,rpr;) (A) - fi f y;‘(Aj) 
j=l 
+ i lf~‘~~“‘(Aj) -exp(-iAjAAJ)I 
j=l 
=a+ i bj (WY). 
j=l 
Let 
Si([nt;l) - Si(Entll) .= I 
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and assume that n 3 l/ to. Then 
Then by Proposition 2.1, 
as2 c c l&ii IAmj% Cov( u,, %zj)e 11 A (1*W&*. 
Islcmsr I6i,jsd 
T%kite nj=[ntj]-[ntj] for j=l,2,3,...,t, and no=[nfJ. Observe that IS- 
n(tj - tj)l d 1 arlci hence nj G C(nt,). Now Proposition 3.1 yields 
6j = ; E exp( i( Aj, S( q)/d&)) - CXP( -fAflAi)l 
< cj, 728/(9+68) 
- J 
for IlAj(\ s Cnf’(g(3+2s”. Thus for llA /I < ~(nfo)6’(9(3+2s” we have 
a +i bj<< (nfo)*~/(9+*~)-~+(n~o)-*~/(9+6s) 
1 
<< (nto)-’ 
This establishes Condition 
fora y>O. 
B. 
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